
Expert simplicity, passionately supported
At the nexus of high-tech and high-touch  is 
eBenefits. We support human resource leaders 
at companies nationwide with a proprietary, 
cloud-based technology platform and an unmatched, 
uniquely personalized employee benefits experience. 

Human. Resource. Technology.
A winning solution serves and supports the people 
who use it—not the other way around. That’s why we 
created eBenefits—a health, wealth, and productivity 
platform that adapts to meet any need. Among 
eBenefits’ features:

• Superior technological quality, backed by
Six Sigma methodology

• An outstanding user experience
• Efficient and accurate EDI processes
• A simple guided workflow with

single-screen administration
• A highly secure, cloud-based platform
• An easy-to-use interface for employees and

employers
• Unmatched service

It's time for a change
Talent is multigenerational, mobile, and global—
yet workers want to feel more connected and 
engaged than ever. eBenefits rises to these 
challenges because we are adaptive by design—
meaning our platform easily changes and flexes 
with your company’s needs. Our technology 
advances have the potential to resolve these and 
other HR challenges more efficiently: 

• Engaging employees
• Increasing productivity
• Accomplishing more with less
• Meeting the needs of a mobile, geographically

diverse workforce

Unlock value and elevate engagement 
eBenefits will fully optimize your benefits administration 
processes and provide more than functional technology
—we will give you a client-centric approach dedicated to 
superior customer service and reliable account 
management. 

Unmatched service by people who know 
human resources
• Modular benefits

administration
• ACA compliance
• Private exchanges
• Analytics
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Powerful data analytics and insight 
With the ability to transform human capital 
management, data analytics and insight can help 
maximize investments, manage risks, and improve 
the well-being and productivity of your workforce.

eBenefits is designed to evolve. Our modular 
platform allows clients to customize it to their needs 
as business priorities shift and technologies 
advance. Modules can be changed or added as 
needed, and software upgrades are fluidly 
incorporated. eBenefits' intuitive, easy-to-use 
interface allows HR to focus on what matters most
—people—and on serving their unique needs.

As more businesses move to online benefits 
administration, it is increasingly important to 
choose a vendor who makes you feel safe. 
eBenefits builds in security at a foundational 
level, with information encryption at the individual 
data element. 

We take client service seriously. eBenefits believes 
that every client, no matter how large or small, 
deserves proactive and responsive client service 
and an account management approach that exceeds 
expectations. Our team of experts will serve as a 
trusted partner to answer your questions, offer 
guidance in benefits administration, and inspire 
employee engagement and education.

These are  just some of the reasons why our 
benefits administration earns high marks from 
clients.           See for yourself what eBenefits can do for 
you, your company, and your employees. Call 
today to schedule a demo. 

For more information, call 
1-866-353-0984 or email
info@ebenefits.com

U.S. Steel Tower, 50th Floor 
600 Grant Street 
Pittsburgh, PA 15219

www.eBenefits.com

Superior technical quality
Data-driven quality is built in through Six SigmaTM 
methodology, ensuring continuous improvement.

Passionate service
Your eBenefits team will be driven at every level 
by a personal connection, including a dedicated 
full-time account manager.

Best-in-class user experiences 
For HR administrators, brokers, and employees, our 
user experience is comparable to the best online 
consumer experiences available on any device. We 
utilize artificial intelligence and machine learning 
through our responsive avatar, Kate.
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